
Budapest does not have a rainbow village, but you’ll find plenty of places to hang out with 
locals, have a drink, a romantic evening or to dance the night away at one of the LGBTQ+ 
parties. There are only a few fixed establishments, but there is an array of pop-up events 
all year long.

BARS
WHY NOT CAFÉ & BAR For a more intimate venue with a lovely terrace 
overlooking the Danube River and the statue of Lady Liberty. Enjoy some 
light snacks or warm up here with delicious cocktails before hitting the 
clubs. Or stay for the karaoke and drag bingo.

HABROLÓ It’s always warm in here as this hole-in-the-wall offers cosy 
drinks and a fun atmosphere for chatting and meeting with the local 
clientele.

CLUBS
ALTEREGO The downtown venue has an eclectic decor and a fun 
vibe with a drag variety show at midnight, hosted by Hungarian drag 
legend, Lady Dömper. The show is followed by dancing to heavy beats 
until the early hours.

POLYGON THE CLUB an LGBTQ bar is where you can be anybody you 
want; you will be welcomed with love. The name polygon means that 
you can come here and be free. You love one or two, girls or boys, you 
wear woman clothes, you have a bad day and you want some kind 
words, go to Polygon, you have a place there!

PARTIES
GARCONS Garcons is a more upscale party series at well-known spots 
in Budapest. The beats of the DJ will pump your heart and you’ll be 
treated to great visuals, including dancers and special performers.

LUDUS is a LGBTQ-themed party series at Budapest Park, the biggest 
open-air party venue in Europe! 

TRITON PARTY Triton Group brings the international circuit party vibe 
to Budapest every few months. It have organized events at unique 
venues, such as a beach club or a former factory. Party shuttles 
are usually organized to make transportation to these spots easier. 
Hungarian and international DJs, a festival atmosphere, sexy dancers 
and drag performers make their events even hotter.

HELLO It’s the ultimate gay pop party that pops up at different venues, 
but most often at Toldi. Listen and watch your favorite pop songs on 
the massive screen.

STORE
ADDICTED Addicted Budapest is a popular 
gay men’s clothing store, specializing in 
swimwear, underwear and athletic wear for 
all shapes and sizes.
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